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Question:  How much excess capacity do you need to have to make a Viable Vision 
viable? 
 

Answer:  It depends.  Squeezing more capacity out of your existing operation without 
investment is relatively easy (you read about it in The Goal, Its Not Luck, and 
Critical Chain).  The hard part is selling it.  You need an unrefusable market (a “mafia 
offer”) offer in order to sell all your capacity (you read about this in Its Not Luck).  
The Viable Vision is the specific strategy and tactics necessary for you to uncover 
your capacity and the market offer that will bring your company to have a profit level 
equal to your current sales level. 
 
What percent of sales are your truly variable costs (TVCs)?  Remember that we 
define TVCs as those costs that change when an additional product or service is sold.  
TVCs include raw material, sales commission, freight, subcontractors, and the like.   
 

The higher your TVC or lower your throughput (T = sales – TVCs), the more excess 
capacity (or price premium) you will need to make it possible to turn your current sales 
level into your profit level in 4 years.   
 
Here’s an example:  If you currently have $10 million in sales and TVCs at 30% you will 
need $23 million in sales.  This assumes that you could add these sales with your 
current labor and/or operation expense (OE).  And, in many cases this is quite 
possible.   
 
Sales  $10 M à $23 M      What’s your mafia offer, this could be lower! 
-TVC    $3 Mà  $6.9 M     The higher this is, the more sales & capacity you will need. 
                                          The lower this is, the less sales & capacity you will need. 
T         $7 M à  $16.1 M   
-Labor $1.5  à   $1.5 M       If you need to add shifts or resources, the more sales & 
-OE     $4.5 M à $4.5 M     capacity you will need. 
NP       $1 M  à  $10.1 M     This is a Viable Vision! 
 

If you will need to add labor or other OE, then for each million in those costs that you 
add you will need to sell another $1.43 M (amount OE added divided by throughput).  
This is typically not a big deal (we have a client right now with about 65% TVCs), it is 
just something we have to take into consideration.   
 
So, the more you can sell with your existing resources and investments, the quicker 
you can turn your current sales level into your profit level.  And, your specific mafia 
offer will also play a big role in the amount of excess capacity you will need.  If you 
can get a price premium, then you will need less capacity and less sales.   
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The smallest company on a Viable Vision right now started at $1.2 M in sales and the 
largest started at $4 B (billion!). 
 
But this is way more information than you need because we will collect the data for 
your company, develop your Viable Vision, and spend 2 hours with you discussing your 
company and your Viable Vision for FREE, no strings.  The only catch is that the CEO, 
President, or business owner must have attended one of my speeches or a Viable 
Vision Offer Event to be eligible for the free offer.   
 
And if you decide that you would like guidance from us in achieving your Viable Vision, 
then over 90% of our fees are based on YOUR results.  If you don't get the results, 
you don't pay! 

Book Highlight:  Essays on the Theory of Constraints 
The Essays by Dr Goldratt were published in 1998 but are still as good today as they 
were then.  I recently reread the Essays and could see that even back then Dr 
Goldratt was thinking holistically – the Viable Vision concept, while not yet coined, was 
alive and well.  In addition, Chapter 5 describes why a perfectly balanced plant will 
never produce the amount it was designed to produce.  Many of you have asked me why 
a process designed to produce 20 items per day will likely only produce 8-10.  Well, 
your answer is in Chapter 5 of the Essays.  So … for around $14, I recommend giving it 
a read.   

What’s Happening? 
♦ August 18, 2005 Viable Vision Offer Event in Raleigh, NC.  REGISTER!   
♦ October 25, 2005 Viable Vision Offer Event in Dallas, TX  REGISTER!   
♦ November 17, 2005 Viable Vision Offer Event in Prague   REGISTER!   
♦ All Viable Vision events and information are listed at www.Viable-Vision.com   
♦ Dr Lisa’s Maximizing Profitability workbook and audio CD are ready to ship!  For 

more information and ordering instructions go to www.MaximizingProfitability.com.  
This workbook provides more examples then we can cover during a speech.  If you 
attended one of Dr Lisa’s speeches and want to learn more or provide the 
information to an employee, order today.  For a limited time, Max Profit is selling 
for $199 and Ask Dr Lisa subscribers who ask get an additional $40 off!   Order 
now.   

Dr Lisa’s June – July Speaking Calendar 
Speaking June 15, 16 in Orange County, CA TEC Groups 946, and 83 
Speaking June 27, 2005 The Adhesive and Sealant Council in Avon, Colorado Speaking  
Speaking July 6, 7 in Rochester, NY TEC Groups 472, and 729 
Speaking July 12 in San Francisco, CA TEC Group 87 
Speaking July 13, 14, 19 in San Diego, CA TEC Groups 9, 919, and 11 
Speaking July 21 in Seattle, WA TEC Group 45 

About Dr Lisa 
§ Lisa is one of the few certified TOC Experts worldwide.  And, she is one of two experts 

qualified by Dr. Goldratt for delivering Viable Vision sales and marketing solutions.  

§ She is the oldest of 5 girls, played fast pitch softball and soccer in college; rides a BMW 
F650 motorcycle; and her favorite way of touring a country is by bicycle; birthday is 
June 22. 

 


